Marlon Brando The Only Contender

Marlon Brando: An American Hero

Marlon Brando's career indicates the new speed of these processes. Brando, our most powerful young screen actor, the only one who suggested that I could have been a contender.

The Mob, Marlon Brando and the New Battle Over the Waterfront

Murphy knew getting rid of this fabled commission — the bistate police agency created to solve the crimes immortalized in the Marlon ... know about only from the 1954 movie — famous for Brando's ...

On the waterfront: the political fight over organised crime at the Port of New York

His Pulitzer Prize-winning work spawned congressional hearings as well as the 1954 film On the Waterfront, in which a young Marlon Brando famously cried: "I coulda been a contender ... And they can ... And I could've ..."

Every Best Picture Oscar Winner And How To Watch Them

Marlon Brando won his first Academy Award for playing a down and out former boxer who "coulda been a contender" in On the Waterfront — a film that simulated the violence of boxing, the brutality of the streets, and the cruelty of war that could only come from writer and director ... Even John Ford would have been proud.
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Marlon Brando The Only Contender

Marlon Brando as Terry Malloy in "On the Waterfront" - "I coulda been a contender. I coulda been somebody. I coulda been Marlon Brando."
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Oscar-winner Marlon Brando was originally set to star in "Easy Movie 2" shortly before his death in 2004. And while Brando certainly could have been a contender for big leagues in the role ... but the role was never offered to a real contender for the project. The project was never offered to a real contender for the project. The project was never offered to a real contender for the project.
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